
Camping 

 Campsites in general were quite basic, some would even call it rustic. Prices for camping on the 

other hand were quite cheap, with the cheapest campsite in Silves only 7 euro all in, and the 

most expensive campsite costing 20 euro. One of the biggest advantages of campsites in 

Portugal is the late checkout time, anywhere between 3 pm to midnight (!). The biggest 

disadvantage was the scarcity in laundry facilities, and the complete absence of dryers, meaning 

we were most of the times carrying a huge laundry bag full of dirty clothes. 

 Free camping is allowed in Portugal and there are quite a bit of ‘aires’ to park the camper, some 

even have some basic facilities like water, chemical toilet dump, or even restrooms. Of the total 

of 73 days in Portugal, we spent more than 50 of them wildcamping or parked on such aires. 

Usually these places had better views on towns or castles or were just closer than the campsites.  

 Only in Algarve was wildcamping more restricted and in some beach towns it was even 

forbidden for campers to spend the night outside of the official campsite.  

 Finally, no matter where you are in Portugal, there is always a green garbage container close by, 

so at least we were never carrying Kyle’s dirty diapers along for a long time 

Food 

 When traveling in a camper with two young kids, you don’t go out to restaurants a lot. From the 

places we did eat at, we noticed that the Portuguese cuisine contains lots of beans and cabbage 

leaves. These cabbage plants you can see in almost every garden throughout Portugal, some of 

the plants we saw were as tall as Shadae. 

 Portuguese love to eat cod, known as Bacalhau. In every grocery store you find fresh code, 

salted and even dried (imported from Norway). Every region has its own special cod dishes. 

 Most local restaurants have menus, consisting usually of a main dish, a drink, a desert and a 

coffee, for 5€ to 8€, thus eating out can be quite cheap. 

 The Portuguese are best known for their pastry deserts. You will find pastelerias on almost every 

street corner and they usually have a huge selection of typical local pastries. The desserts were a 

fun treat, mostly very sweet and real calorie bombs. 

 Portugal’s bakers have a huge selection of breads coming in all shapes and sizes. On the other 

hand bread spreadings (cheeses & deli meats) are quite limited and tiring after a while. 

Unique Features 

 Adultery is quite common in Portugal and on almost every parking lot where we spent the night, 

there were cars pulling up with couples having secret rendez-vous and make-out sessions. 

However,  people also drive their car to these parking lots to just read their newspaper or a 

magazine, do some knitting, or just people-watching. 

 The highways are almost completely empty and void of cars, especially on toll roads. The tolls 

have gotten really expensive in a span of a few years as the government looks for ways to 

generate income. 



 Portuguese drive very third-world-like, meaning they drive anywhere they can, run red lights 

and  stop anywhere and love to double or triple park.  We even were stuck in a tram in Lisbon 

for 15 minutes when a police car was parked on the tramway (the cops were just shopping). 

 Every store is open on Sundays and most shops are open every day until 10 PM. Grocery stores 

are not as easy to find as in other countries, and in every street you will find little mom-and-pop 

shops selling everything and usually having one room full of shelves stacked to the ceiling. 

 The amount of olive trees and cork trees in the country is staggering, and most of it is used for 

export as the Portuguese could never consume what is produced annualy. 

 Towns and villages tend to be built on the steepest hills possible and almost every street has 

slippery cobblestones. Going around with strollers is a great workout for the calves, and we 

often wondered how some of these streets could be driven on with normal cars. 

 The Azulejos or blue and white tiles (but also with yellow) are very typical Portuguese and can 

be seen over the whole of the country. They cover inside and outside of buildings, train stations, 

restrooms, churches, restaurants, bars, stairs, fountains, private residences, you name it. They 

usually portray a scenes and the Portuguese have really mastered this art form (apparently the 

azulejos origin lies somewhere in ancient Persia). 

 Equally unique and really jaw-dropping is the Manueline Gothic style of Portuguese architecture 

which was developed during the age of the Discoveries. The twisted columns, ropes, anchors, 

algae, cork,… carved in stone and the level of detail of these carvings in churches, monasteries 

and their altars were fantastic and that alone was worth the trip to Portugal. 

 The diversity in beaches is great and although most of them are not ideal for swimming and 

better suited for surfing (some of the best spots in the WORLD for surfing are located on the 

West Coast), they are worth seeing: white sandy beaches, yellow sticky sandy beaches, super 

wide beaches, cliff beaches, beaches with one cove next to the other, beaches with shells bigger 

that your hand, … 

Economy 

We tried to talk to people about the economic situation of their country and how they saw the future.  

Here are some of the things they told us. 

Left Hand Georges, the Flemish singer-songwriter living in Penacova for almost 20 years, told us quite a 

few startling facts: 

 Teacher s have dropped 400 euro a month on their paycheck in 2013, and will lose more money 

this year. 

 Retirement payment has been cut and some people only get between 350 and 400 euro a 

month to live on. 

 People working in Lidl have to work 7 days a week and get minimum pay, about 480 euro a 

month. 



These amounts are all quite low, given the fact that cost of living is not really that much cheaper than 

Belgium. Gas prices are the same to a little bit higher, electricity and water costs are higher than 

Belgium since Portugal does not have nuclear power plants and is just expanding its green energy.  

On the beach of Sao Martinho do Porto, we talked to retired Manu, and he was worried about his 

grandchildren. He told us that: 

 The situation is so bad that the Portuguese prime minister has asked young graduates to look 

elsewhere in Europe for a job and move out of the country. 

 Manu could not understand how people with families can survive as his costs as a single elderly 

man are around 1300 – 1700 euro a month. 

 People are sick of the politicians (hmm, sounds familiar) who are asking for people to 

‘contribute’ and pay more taxes, while they themselves make over 8000 euro a month. 

 The next elections are up in 2014 and people are no longer going to protest with carnations, but 

this time there will be violence and bullets, according to him. 

In general you can see that there are a lot of people unemployed and that the working people don’t 

make as much as before. You can see people trying to do a side-business everywhere, be it shoe shiner, 

chestnut seller, …  

There are many empty buildings, halted construction sites for apartment blocks, business buildings, 

private houses, and even highways and bridges. 

With this of course often comes more neglect such as buildings almost collapsing, graffiti in a lot of poor 

neighborhoods, wild (and abandoned) dogs in a lot of places (and the dog shit lying around of course). 

General Conclusion and Cost of Traveling 

We liked Portugal a lot! We spent more than 10 weeks traveling in this beautiful country with countless 

castles, walled cities, beautiful landscapes, great beaches and above all nice and friendly people. 

Traveling around with the camper was easy and we never had a feeling of being unsafe, even in the big 

cities.  

Traveling here was not expensive at all, compared to other countries, as the distances were short, local 

food selection was cheap and above all free or cheap camping was possible everywhere. 

Portugal receives our warmest recommendation! 


